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Elizabeth Slade, a college English
instructor, has experienced success as an
erotic romance writer, but she has a dirty
little secret: She cant write sex scenes
without a little help from Ridley, a
gorgeous guy who plays her pretend
boyfriend and makes a booty call whenever
her imagination is flailing. Shed like for
Ridley to commit to be her permanent and
real boyfriend, and she thinks thats where
theyre headed until she finds him getting
way too cozy with another woman in a bar.
At that point, she enlists the help of her
friend, fellow college teacher Roman
Decker, who offers to temporarily take
Ridleys place while she sorts through her
emotions. She grows confused when she
realizes shes also attracted to Roman.
When Ridley comes back to her on bended
knee, does she take the bad boy who broke
her heart or try to convince her friend to
make a real go of it?
SUBSTITUTE
BOYFRIEND is a novella of 31,500
words...it might be a quick romance, but
youll be laughing nonstop at this sexy
romantic comedy! What readers have been
saying about this contemporary romance
standalone: [A] light, erotic, contemporary
romance that delivers. Lisa S, PR Mktg
Sales Blog This is a sweet, sexy romance
about finding love. Paddlefoot1397
Elizabeth (aka Lizzie/Beth) is a teacher
with a passion....for writing erotic romance
novels. Of course, as any good author will
tell you, you need to research your subject
to be able to write realistic scenes and
stories that are believable...usually from
experience if not a deep understanding of
the subject. What better way to dig into the
erotic romance genre than to physically and
emotionally get inside the head of your
characters...and that is what Lizzie ends up
doing.Jamison keeps growing with each
successive book she pens and this is one I
will read more than once. Sue B., Amazon
Top 1000 Reviewer
The chemistry
between Beth and Roman is HOT. Their
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chemistry extends beyond the bedroom or
kitchen. Did I mention that the sex scenes
are HOT and I love that as an author she
did her own research. But what will she do
when Ridley comes begging his way back
into her life? Will she choose the bad boy
or the substitute boyfriend? Youll have to
read this story to find out. This was a great
short story and a definite page turner.
Author Groupies
This story is quite
franklyHOT HOT HOT. First glance, I
thought it was all about the sexual
escapades of a lonely woman, but it
became so much more. Kelly Graham,
reviewer with The Book Enthusiast
Jamison has once again written a well
crafted storyline that kept me completely
captivated. A very different kind of love
story that involves one woman and two
men. Although not at the same time.
Jamison transfers her own wicked sense of
humor onto every page and you find
yourself chuckling often at some of the
thoughts going through her characters
heads.
MJLovestoRead
Sexy,
contemporary romance - I enjoyed this
story of a college teacher who moonlight as
an erotic author on the side. Its a light,
erotic, contemporary romance that delivers.
Lisa Categories: Humor: Funny Romance,
Sexy Romantic Comedy Romance:
Contemporary Humor
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Substitute Boyfriend: A Romantic Comedy (English Edition) eBook A Cat Called Cupid: A Romantic Comedy
Novella - Kindle edition by Mazy Morris. Contemporary Romance Kindle eBooks @ . Her current boyfriend reeks of
cologne, is deliberately careless with his feet, and openly states that dogs are fundamentally superior to . Meanwhile
scouting a suitable replacement. Must-read romances in 2016: Serena Chases HEA recs Happy Dec 31, 2016 This
romantic comedy pairs a Southern belle and a foreign royal prince who A wonderful novel that, while contemporary
and not as literarily driven as . hero any reader will want to add to her book boyfriend list like, yesterday. This
stand-alone follow-up to her debut Love Inspired romance, Falling A Cat Called Cupid: A Romantic Comedy Novella
- Kindle edition by Cheap Substitute Boyfriend: A Romantic Comedy (Contemporary Romance Standalone Novella),
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You can get more details about Substitute Boyfriend: A Romantic Comedy Book Lists - Goodreads Substitute
Boyfriend: A Romantic Comedy by [Jamison, Jade C.] . SUBSTITUTE BOYFRIEND is a novella of 31,500 wordsit
might be a quick romance, but What readers have been saying about this contemporary romance standalone: Delivery
Girl: A contemporary sports romantic comedy (Minnesota Genres: Contemporary Romance, Romantic Comedy
SUBSTITUTE BOYFRIEND is a novella of 31,500 wordsit might be a quick romance, but youll be A Short
Contemporary Romantic Comedy - Alibaba Editorial Reviews. Review. Katie McCoy is the reigning queen of the
subtle heart wrench and Contemporary Romance Kindle eBooks @ . book that I couldnt put my finger on the
ex-boyfriend Marc probably was it and I thought there could be some confrontation I wouldnt change a thing about this
novel. Play Me: A Romantic Comedy Standalone - Kindle edition by Katie Editorial Reviews. About the Author.
Stephanie Bond was seven years deep into a corporate Contemporary Romance Kindle eBooks @ . story was fun -boy desires girl, girl desires position and wealth, girl has boyfriend who can provide both. . Body Movers (A Body
Movers Novel Book 1) Kindle Edition. Big Rock: (A Sexy Standalone Contemporary Romance) - Kindle Editorial
Reviews. Review. Funny, sexy, perfection. Equal parts Tangled and Beautiful Bastard. Unforgettable: The Complete
Series (A Hollywood Romance Standalone) Blake Burnsthe most funny and charming boyfriend next to Andrew Parrish
and .. A very sexy, hot, novel. Very hot, contemporary romance. Three Wishes (a romantic comedy) - Kindle edition
by Stephanie Cheap My Sisters Boyfriend: A Short Contemporary Romantic Comedy (The Trouble With Twins
Romance Series Book 1) Kindle Edition, You can get more THAT MAN TRILOGY (A Sexy Standalone Romantic
Comedy Box Set) Discover the best Romantic Comedy in Best Sellers. Lovestruck: A Romantic Comedy Standalone
Dr. Fake Fiance: A Virgin & Billionaire Romance My Kind of You (A Trillium Bay Novel Book 1) Contemporary
Fantasy Gothic Historical Romance Holidays Inspirational LGBT Military Multicultural & Interracial Some Sort of
Crazy (Natalie and Miles): A Happy Crazy Love Novel Substitute Boyfriend: A Romantic Comedy (English Edition)
[Kindle edition] by SUBSTITUTE BOYFRIEND is a novella of 31,500 wordsit might be a quick What readers have
been saying about this contemporary romance standalone: A Romantic Comedy (Contemporary Romance
Standalone Novella) This is a standalone novella with a HEA and NO cheating! Penny Wylder writes just that-- wild
romances. . This is the story of Phillip, the substitute teacher for a sex class and an ex army get . This book is funny, hot,
and sweet. Throw in the ex boyfriend whos way over the top and this book needs a bit more substance. Crossing the
Line: A Novel - Kindle edition by Jade C. Jamison by Jennifer Dawson. Contemporary Romance Kindle eBooks @ .
This is a standalone novella with a happily ever after! Read more Read less Lip Service (A Pleasure Chest Story) Kindle edition by Penny Buy Playing the Rookie: A #Played Novella on ? FREE SHIPPING discovers that her father
might have killed her boyfriends mother many years ago. Santas Pet, A brilliant girl genius plays elf to a substitute
Santa and turns both of dramatic romantic suspense and humor-laden contemporary romance. Boyfriend for Hire: A
Stand-Alone Contemporary Romance (Escort Editorial Reviews. Review. It has great characters, steamy sex, and a
fun flirty quality that will SUBSTITUTE BOYFRIEND is a novella of 31,500 wordsit might be a quick romance, but
youll be laughing nonstop at this sexy romantic comedy! What readers have been saying about this contemporary
romance standalone: Discover the best Contemporary Romance in Best Sellers. Find the top 100 Making It Right (A
Most Likely To Novel Book 3). Making It Dr. Fake Fiance: A Amazon Substitute Boyfriend: A Romantic Comedy
(English Edition Editorial Reviews. Review. Spencer Holiday is a delicious, wicked delight! Smiled & laughed If you
like your romantic comedies with plenty of heat, dont miss BIG ROCK! made me smile, and by the time I turned off
my kindle, my husband was about to smile too. .. Very different type of romance novel and lots of fun. Forked
(Frenched: Coco and Nick) - Kindle edition by Melanie Editorial Reviews. Review. I call DIBS! Miles Haas is mine.
Go find yourself another book Contemporary Romance Kindle eBooks @ . **SOME SORT OF CRAZY is a
full-length, standalone contemporary romance.** .. The story between Natalie and Miles wasnt only believable but an
absolute joy to read! The Misadventures of Catie Bloom: A Contemporary Romantic A Father for Christmas (A
Veterans Christmas #1), Sweet romance between a Tales [Edgy, Modern, Contemporary] (Books can be read in any
order or standalone) Santas Pet, A brilliant girl genius plays elf to a substitute Santa and turns both of dramatic
romantic suspense and humor-laden contemporary romance. Substitute Boyfriend Jade C. Jamison Editorial
Reviews. Review. Delicious tension, heartwarming tenderness, clever banter, and Contemporary Romance Kindle
eBooks @ . ***This is a full-length, standalone, contemporary romance. Melanie Harlows sassy, sweet, and oh, so
sexy Frenched series stands out in the romantic comedy genre. : Played by Love: A #Played Novella (9781502516244
Editorial Reviews. Review. I freaking loved this book!!!! Talk about a refreshing, sweet sexy Romance Kindle eBooks
@ . This is a full-length, standalone romantic comedy with an HEA. . Her debut novel, Delivery Girl, is set to release in
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early 2017. . Ryan is super sweet and Andi is an absolute doll. The Do-Over by M.K. Schiller Reviews, Discussion,
Bookclubs, Lists Dec 10, 2014 It has been an absolute break-out year for young adult literature. at home in New Jersey
with her boyfriend, but shes not and thats because shes Wolitzers novel is part romance, part supernatural, part tragedy,
part mystery, The standalone novel made a small town, called Carp, come alive as she Amazon Best Sellers: Best
Contemporary Romance - Editorial Reviews. About the Author. After her own misadventures in New York City, LA,
and Buy The Misadventures of Catie Bloom: A Contemporary Romantic Comedy Love A gorgeous husband, cooking
skills to rival Julia Child, a wildly successful Q. This is your first book and its an award winning romance novel. :
Playing the Rookie: A #Played Novella M.K. Schiller Yes - this is a standalone. .. I got to about a quarter of a way
through completing this novel, and thought to myself I need to go in .. And you have Cassies boyfriend Brad, who is
also Kyles friend, Lanies co-worker and love interest. .. Shelves: absolute-favourite, romantic-comedy,
contemporary-romance, Out of Her League (Love & Other Disasters Book 2) - Kindle edition Lists about:
Humorous Romance Books, Witty, Cute & Sexy M/F Adult Contemporary Romance, My Laugh Out Loud Romantic
Books, If you like books by Janet The Top 25 Young Adult Novels of 2014 - Bustle Substitute Boyfriend: A
Romantic Comedy - Kindle edition by Jade C Substitute Boyfriend: A Romantic Comedy (English Edition) [Kindle
edition] by SUBSTITUTE BOYFRIEND is a novella of 31,500 wordsit might be a quick What readers have been
saying about this contemporary romance standalone: Amazon Best Sellers: Best Romantic Comedy - It Started With
A Kiss: A Romantic Comedy Novella (Romantic Comedy Novellas a huge lump of dog doings on the sole of her shoe
and her old boyfriend Nate. gem, which comes complete with romance, laughterand a smear of dog pooh! #864 in
Kindle Store > Kindle eBooks > Literature & Fiction > Contemporary Amazon Substitute Boyfriend: A Romantic
Comedy (English Edition Editorial Reviews. From the Author. Thank you to my faithful readers! If youre a new
reader and by Jade C. Jamison. Contemporary Romance Kindle eBooks @ . Substitute Boyfriend: a novella (romantic
comedy) If you like romantic .. MADversary: A Standalone Rockstar Romance Novel Kindle Edition.
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